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Executive summary
This guide is designed to assist HR,
talent acquisition and procurement
professionals to understand what to
look for when assessing Recruitment
Process Outsourcing (RPO) providers.

can help, and gather their insights and tips into
finding a best-in-class RPO provider to move
your recruitment processes to the next level.
In the following pages you will find an in-depth
exploration of three reasons why organizations
partner with RPO solution providers such as

RPO is a model where a company outsources

Korn Ferry:

the management of the recruitment function (in
whole or part) to a specialized external partner.

• Mitigating the risks involved in high-speed,
high-pressure recruitment.

Broadly speaking, organizations seek RPO solutions
to engage with a partner that will build and run a
leading-edge Talent Acquisition function that adds
real value to the business. An RPO solution provides
access to an expanded talent pool, mitigates risk,

• Improving the candidate experience.
• Gaining access to leading-edge recruitment
technology that may otherwise be out of reach.

improves compliance, drives efficiency, cuts costs,
reduces time-to-hire, reduces attrition, and
ultimately results in a better quality of hire.
We spoke with three experts working across Korn
Ferry’s global RPO ecosystem to discover their
insights into key recruitment challenges facing
organizations, understand how an RPO solution
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Pressed for time?
Skip straight to page 28
to find a checklist to use
when choosing a recruitment
process outsourcing provider.
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Chapter One

De-risking recruitment
with Recruitment
Process Outsourcing
High-speed, high pressure, or
scaled-up in-house recruiting can lead
to suboptimal hiring outcomes. Poor
quality hiring exposes organizations to
costly risks, including poor performance,
increased cost of vacancy, and employer
brand damage. The good news is that
these risks can be mitigated through
the use of RPO.

But these factors expose the organization
to the long-term costs of poor hiring outcomes.
Thorough hiring processes and due diligence can
suffer when hiring teams are under pressure, meaning

The cost of replacing a
manager within 6 to 12
months of hiring can be
2.3 times their annual salary.

not enough time is spent examining a candidate’s
work experience, testing their skills, or determining
if they will be a good cultural fit and a worthy
representative of the brand.
Poor hiring leads to significant and unnecessary
costs. Korn Ferry’s research found that the cost

Mitigating the cost of a poor hire

of replacing a manager within 6 to 12 months of

Let’s start with one of the most significant risks

hire is 2.3 times their annual salary – a significant

for any hiring organization: the risk of a poor hire.

expense considering the rising costs of hiring
a new candidate into an organization. A high

There are many understandable reasons for making
a wrong hire. Perhaps a talent acquisition team

level of attrition and vacant roles will impact
the bottom line and overall revenue potential.

is understaffed, the processes to find, attract and
select candidates are not defined, an organization
needs to fill a vacant role urgently, or top candidates
are getting snapped up by competitors in a highly
competitive market.
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A poor hire also leads to significant indirect costs

Korn Ferry’s Intelligence Cloud – our AI end-to-

to the business in terms of poor delivery, unhappy

end talent platform - combines employee data,

clients, and the damage to the team culture caused

market data and Korn Ferry-owned data and

by working with an under-performer. Other team

insights to accurately inform talent decisions

members often have to cover any projects that the

with precision. It gives you and our recruiters

poor hire has failed to deliver, leading to increased

the competitive edge to not only source talent,

stress and resentment.

but make sure the talent is the right fit for your

Finally, there’s the morale factor: no one likes
watching a colleague – even an underperforming
one – being let go.
Fortunately, holistic RPO solutions are built to
improve quality outcomes while hiring at speed
and at scale. David Napeloni, VP Client Services
at Korn Ferry, says RPOs work closely with clients
to understand their culture and the key drivers
for their organization. “As a result, we’re able to
create profiles and processes that ultimately
lead to better hires”, he said.
“Korn Ferry has some very specific & proprietary

“Korn Ferry has some very specific
& proprietary IP known as Success
Profiles which align with our clients’
internal structure, their culture,
and are used to determine what
will be the best hire for that client.”

business. The seamless flow of data creates
a faster end-to-end process from sourcing,
assessing, securing and developing talent.
Simply put, you get the best talent faster.
A key part of Korn Ferry’s Intelligence Cloud,
Success Profiles are dynamic benchmarks that
reveal the traits your team needs to help your
organization reach its goals, such as innovation,
customer-centricity, inclusivity, cost-efficiency,
connectivity, agility, service, and sustainability.
Leadership Success Profiles help unearth if
candidates are inclusive, think digitally first,
and are self-disruptive.

IP known as Success Profiles which align with
our clients’ internal structure, their culture, and
are used to determine what will be the best hire
for that client”, says Napeloni. This IP, along
with rigorous processes and leading technology
associated with an RPO, help mitigate the
replacement costs that come with a poor hire.
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Mitigating the costs of unfilled roles

To fill crucial roles in a highly competitive talent

Don’t make the mistake of underestimating the

market, businesses need to leverage ready-to-go,

impact of vacancies or unfilled roles. Vacancies

highly efficient, fast, and effective recruitment

can increase workloads of existing staff (leading

processes that decrease time-to-hire and maximize

to burnout, stress, and attrition), increase time

recruitment ROI.

to production, and will ultimately lead to loss
of revenue.

“RPOs maximize the process to reduce the time to
fill vacancies”, says Napeloni. “RPOs like Korn Ferry

A Korn Ferry study warned of a global talent deficit

work to create proactive talent pools and efficient

of more than 85.2 million workers by 2030, which

processes to fill positions more quickly. Korn Ferry

translates into an eye-watering $8.5 trillion revenue

has found that using an RPO can slash hiring time

shortfall as a result of unfilled positions. The worst

by upwards of 35% and costs by 30%.” These time

impacts are expected across four sectors: financial

and cost savings vastly outweigh the costs of

and business services, technology, media and

partnering with an RPO provider.

telecommunications, and manufacturing.
Thousands of organizations have already
experienced a taste of this talent crunch during
the pandemic, with talent shortages at a 10-year

By 2030, Korn Ferry predicts
of a global talent deficit of
more than 85.2 million workers.

high and 69% of employers struggling to fill
positions in a candidate-driven environment.
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Protecting the recruiter brand

Our assessment practices then select the

A leading RPO solution can be used to de-risk

best options, while an enhanced candidate

recruitment, safeguard the employer brand,

experience assures the best talent wants

and enhance the talent pipeline.

to join your organization.

Napeloni says that an ill-informed hiring process

A highly professionalised hiring process will

can impact an organization’s reputation in several

fully adhere to industry compliance and help

ways. “A poor hire will typically not be a great

ensure the new team member aligns with the

employee, and delivery to customers will be

organization’s culture. Great hiring processes

impacted, which of course is not good for an

also remove the burden created by unfilled roles.

organization’s brand.”

Korn Ferry’s clearly defined processes guarantee

Other risks include the negative word-of-mouth

we do our due diligence, while robust reporting

associated with high attrition. Clients, suppliers,

gives us visibility across the whole recruitment

competitors, and customers will notice, for

function. This enables us to de-risk talent

example, when their point-of-contact keeps

acquisition not just for a single candidate,

changing. Frustrated candidates will share

but across thousands of hires.

information about their poor candidate experience
online, making it increasingly difficult for the
organization to attract new talent.

“We have made some significant
investments in technology that
create a very efficient process
and high level of delivery for
recruitment – even in timesensitive environments.”

“Ultimately, Korn Ferry’s RPO solution does
not cut corners”, says Napeloni. “We have
made some significant investments in technology

With success profiles, Korn Ferry has a very

that create a very efficient process and a high

clear perspective on what “good” looks like for

level of delivery for recruitment.”

thousands of roles. These insights feed into our
AI sourcing framework to find the candidates
with the right attributes against requirements.
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Choose an RPO solution that will work to safeguard your employer brand.
Napeloni recommends finding a provider that:

Helps de-risk recruitment
by understanding and
professionalizing every
stage of your hiring process.

Ensures candidates align
with your team culture.

Evaluates and redesigns
your processes to improve
the consistency, quality
and efficiency of your
talent acquisition function.

Uses science and technology
to take the guesswork
out of recruitment and
to support decision-making
with trusted data.
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RPO facts and figures:

RPOs can de-risk highspeed, high pressure hiring

By 2030, organizations
face a global talent deficit
of more than 85.2M workers.
(Korn Ferry)
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The cost of replacing
a manager within 6
to 12 months of hiring
is 2.3 times their annual
salary. (Korn Ferry)

An RPO solution can
reduce time to hire
by 35% and cost per
hire by 30%. (Korn Ferry)
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RPO facts and figures:

Hiring impact of
Korn Ferry RPO solutions
Average KPIs achieved across our client base globally

Offer Acceptance
Rate @95%

Time to Shortlist
@18 days

Time to Hire
White Collar: 48 days
Blue Collar: 32 days

HM and Candidate
Satisfaction @92%

Improved quality of

Shortlists in hard-to-source

candidates shortlisted and

countries (e.g. Germany,

Process efficiencies through

to better processes and enhance

offered through the utilization

Sweden) developed 30%

the deployment and utilization

HM / Candidate experience

of Korn Ferry Recruit

faster than traditional methods

of Korn Ferry technology
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Chapter Two

Optimizing the candidate
experience with an RPO solution
If you are considering partnering
with an RPO provider, it is crucial to
ensure the solution enables a superior
candidate experience. Here’s why;
Put yourself in the shoes of a candidate for
a moment. Does any of this sound familiar?

If so, you – like millions of others – have had a poor
candidate experience. A poor candidate experience
has very real consequences in terms of employer
branding, bottom-line impacts, and limiting your
ability to attract skilled talent.

Impacts of a bad candidate experience
While some organizations may believe that

• You’ve been “ghosted” by a recruiter or

the candidate experience doesn’t matter

hiring organization. Your emails and calls

so long as hiring outcomes are achieved,

are consistently ignored.

this is a short-sighted attitude.

• You’ve been subjected to an unreasonably complex
and difficult-to-use online application process.
• The hiring process feels very impersonal, and
you feel like you’re communicating with a robot.

A poor candidate experience also has a
direct impact on two key hiring metrics: offer
acceptance and retention. Korn Ferry found that
52% of candidates would be unlikely to accept
a job offer after a poor candidate experience.

• You have felt marginalized or excluded
by the recruitment process.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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There’s also a strong correlation between a bad
experience and turnover, while your brand reputation
will also take a hit as frustrated candidates spread
the word.

52% of candidates would be
unlikely to accept a job offer after
a poor candidate experience.

On the flipside, a positive candidate experience
will build goodwill for your brand and organization,
particularly if satisfied candidates are inspired
to spread the word on social media. This isn’t just
a nice-to-have. A great reputation as a preferred
employer will help you attract more applicants,
leading to a bigger talent pool, better-quality
candidates, greater hiring outcomes, and improved
performance. A positive experience can also
contribute to lowering time to hire and cost
per hire while slashing ghosting rates. In short,
it can increase your chances of getting the best
candidates in the war for talent.
The risks of ignoring candidate experience are
significant, which is why it’s essential to choose
an RPO provider that focuses on candidate care
throughout the hiring process. We spoke with
Tanyth Lloyd, VP for Client Success, Innovation
and Operational Excellence for Korn Ferry’s
Australian and NZ RPO business, to learn more.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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Showing you CARE (Configure, Adapt,
Refine, Elevate): How to maximize candidate
engagement and care throughout the
RPO journey

2. Adapt to the candidate’s experience

4. Elevate candidates to employees

One size does not fit all in candidate experience.

Finally, every candidate should be treated as

Executives have different expectations to entry-

an “employee-elect”. This means giving every

level candidates, while candidates applying

candidate the same attention and treatment

“Look for an RPO provider with a candidate-

for a tech role will have different expectations

as you would for your employees. Successful

centric model”, advises Lloyd. This means putting

to someone applying for a marketing position.

candidates will feel they are already a part of

the candidate at the heart of the process, which

Candidate-centric hiring is tailored not only

your organization, while unsuccessful candidates

in turn drives high-quality hiring outcomes.

to each role, but to each and every candidate

will come away from the process with a positive

through the creation of candidate personas.

impression of your company.

At Korn Ferry, we deliver a meaningful candidate
experience from the first moment you engage
with a candidate through our “CARE” hiring
model. This involves four steps:

1. Configure your talent acquisition engine

3. Refine your candidate hiring technology
This step involves optimizing the RPO hiring
technology and ensuring the right balance is found
between technological efficiency and the human
touch. For example, RPO technology can help ease

Step one involves making sure you have the right

the burden of high-volume or specialised hiring

people, processes, and technology on your talent

through automated communication and chatbots

acquisition team to provide superior candidate

with 24/7 support. But it can also help hiring

care. The goal is to define what the ideal candidate

managers collate feedback, guide candidates,

journey would look like, what the key processes

personalize communication and maintain the

will be, and then configuring the RPO solution

human touch at every point of the process.

“The ultimate sign of success is
when even unsuccessful candidates
come away feeling they’ve had
a positive experience.”

to support that journey. This not only includes
the technology involved, but also defining how
the people within and outside the organization
will interact with and use the solution.
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The human touch can be achieved even in a fully

“Don’t underestimate the power of word-of-mouth”,

For example, if you work for a high-tech

automated candidate relationship management

warns Lloyd. “Happy or disgruntled candidates

company known for its app development,

(CRM) environment by composing thoughtful,

share their experiences on social media or

a candidate would be surprised to find

engaging, and warm automated responses, coupled

employee review sites such as Glassdoor.”

an old-school, paper-based process.

Consider the following online reviews and the impact

Again, using an RPO doesn’t mean settling for

they have on a company’s employer branding.

a one-size-fits-all approach. The hiring process

with the use of hyper personalization to impress
the candidate. Be sure to apply for a role yourself
to identify and address any parts of the process
that feel impersonal or robotic.
“We create a positive candidate experience through
simplifying the application process, communicating
frequently, creating a positive interview experience,

• “This organization ghosted me. I won’t
be applying there again.”
• “I felt like I was communicating with

• “Despite being unsuccessful, I received
comprehensive feedback and enjoyed

“The ultimate sign of success is when even

my experience overall.”

unsuccessful candidates come away feeling
they’ve had a positive experience”.

“Korn Ferry’s RPO incorporates and demonstrates
client organizations’ culture and values such as
authenticity, fairness, and honesty”, says Lloyd.

a robot the entire time”.

and balancing the human touch with the power
of scalable automation”, says Lloyd.

should be tailored to reflect organizational values.

One of the keys to a positive candidate experience

“We use those values throughout the
attraction process and also observe
them throughout the end-to-end
candidate experience.”

is to ensure the hiring process is aligned with your

Boosting application and attraction rates
through a positive candidate experience

overall brand. This can involve details such as using

One of the key goals of a positive candidate

with candidates, along with marketing collateral

experience is to attract and encourage more

including fonts, colors, and more. Think about

candidates to hit the “apply now” button. Keep

how your organization presents itself to the market

in mind that candidates will perform an online

and reflect this in the end-to-end hiring process.

the right tone of voice when communicating

search to gain an impression of your organization’s
employer brand.
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Meeting diversity, equity and inclusion
goals through RPO

“DE&I hotspots in the hiring process often include

Hiring organizations cannot claim to offer

such as masculine language or a long laundry-

using the wrong sourcing channels, job ad content

a great candidate experience if they fail to

list of requirements that might turn off female

prioritize diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I).

applicants”, notes Lloyd. “Using incorrectly
constructed candidate assessments can promote

“Prioritizing DE&I isn’t just the right thing

bias instead of removing it, and a data-driven

to do, it’s the smart thing to do”, says Lloyd.

interview process will help minimize bias.”

Korn Ferry’s research has revealed that DE&I

Top RPO solution providers will proactively

can lead to 70% higher growth, 36% better

focus on building diversity in your talent

profitability, 75% faster time-to-market, and

pipeline to help mitigate some of these risks.

a 19% boost in innovation. The business case
is clear, but organizations are often at a loss
as to how to address this challenge when hiring.
Organizations leveraging Korn Ferry’s RPO
solutions also benefit from working with one

Diversity, equity, and inclusion
can lead to 70% higher growth,

& 36% better profitability.

of the world’s leading DE&I consultancy firms.
Korn Ferry works with organizations around the
world using DE&I diagnostic tools like the DE&I
Compass to help find out where – and how – to
meet their diversity, equity and inclusion goals.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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Be sure to address the candidate experience when assessing an RPO provider.
Here are six questions to guide the conversation:

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022

1.

How does your RPO
solution enhance the
candidate experience?

4.

Can the experience
be customized to reflect
my organization’s brand,
culture and values?

2.

Is the candidate experience
one-size-fits-all, or is it
tailorable to role types and
individual candidate needs?

5.

How are technological
efficiencies balanced with
the human/personal touch?

3.

Is the experience positive
at every touchpoint of
the candidate journey?

6.

How does the RPO solution
identify and address DE&I
areas of concern?

16

RPO facts and figures:

RPOs improve the
candidate experience

52% of candidates would
be unlikely to accept a job
offer after a poor candidate
experience. (Korn Ferry)

Diversity, equity, and inclusion can lead to:
70% Higher growth

75% Faster time-to-market

36% Better profitability

19% Boost in innovation

(Korn Ferry)
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RPO facts and figures:

RPOs improve the
candidate experience
A positive candidate experience can involve:

1.

Being kept informed
at every step

4.

Personalized and
“human” communication

2.

A simple, fast, and
intuitive application
process

5.

A positive impression
of the recruiter brand

3.

Feeling included
and engaged by
the process

6.

Personalized, customized,
tailored interaction and
information

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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Chapter Three

How RPO technology
boosts hiring agility
Many enterprises are dealing with a
more complex recruitment environment,
and see the need to transform their
recruitment practices to be competitive.

legacy systems that do not provide the speed,

RPO brings intelligent technology solutions that

the best use out of it. Simply put, most talent

assure recruiters will find, attract and select the

acquisition organizations just don’t have the

right candidates faster – while staying ahead

bandwidth required to stay ahead of the market

of the competition.

and make best use of all the possibilities.

The $2.26 billion global recruitment technology

Luckily, there’s another way to access and

market is booming. Organizations can choose from

leverage the benefits of recruitment technology:

a bewildering array of solutions including applicant

through partnering with a RPO solution provider.

tracking systems (ATS), candidate relationship
management (CRM) tech, AI Sourcing, pre-hire
assessments, chatbots, and much, much more.

efficiency, scalability, and flexibility of a modern
recruitment tech stack. Many organizations have
made significant investments in acquiring the
latest technology but are struggling to get

We spoke with David Ellis, VP Talent Acquisition
at Korn Ferry, to learn how hiring organizations
at any maturity level can gain access to

But not every talent acquisition team has in-house

a sophisticated recruitment tech stack by

access to the opportunities offered by recruitment

partnering with an RPO solution provider.

technology. Some may face budget constraints
or struggle to build a business case to justify the
investment, while others may be saddled with

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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Gain access to a leading-edge
recruitment tech stack
“One of the reasons that organizations prefer
to work with an RPO provider like Korn Ferry
is that we provide access to an advanced and
sophisticated technology hiring stack that would
otherwise be out of reach to many organizations,”
says Ellis.
Used intelligently, recruitment technology is a
game-changer. It can reduce time-to-hire, alleviate
routine or manual tasks, help organizations make
better quality hiring decisions, reduce bias by
levelling the candidate playing field and greatly
enhance the candidate experience.
But before the hiring or procurement team begins
having conversations with RPO providers about
recruitment technology and process automation,
they must first ask themselves a crucial question:
What problems are we trying to solve?
Mandating technology without answering this
question can lead to a complicated and costly
path for organizations seeking RPO services.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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Determine what you need to improve
with the help of technology by tracking
the following five popular hiring metrics:

2. Time to hire
Lengthy hiring processes increase direct hiring
costs along with indirect costs stemming from
unfilled roles in the business. Additionally, a slow

1. Quality of hire

hiring process increases the risk of candidates

Arguably the most important hiring metric,

dropping out, particularly during a talent shortage.

Korn Ferry helped an aviation
client double their team globally,
hiring over 2,500 personnel
in 11 months.

measuring quality of hire helps you determine
if you are consistently hiring top-performing talent.

Definitions of time to hire differ between
organizations. For the purposes of this ebook,

Measure quality of hire through performance

time to hire measures the time between

reviews, hiring manager satisfaction, and tracking

a requisition being handed to the recruiter

retention. Then, review your end-to-end hiring

(or RPO) and the candidate accepting the offer.

process to determine where to make targeted
improvements. Perhaps you simply need a bigger

If you find that your time to hire is slower than

talent pool? Maybe your job ads need work,

your industry’s average, look for bottlenecks or

or your salaries and other benefits need to be

manual processes in your hiring funnel, such as

more competitive. Rather than relying on what

the application process, the screening/assessment

the candidate tells you in their resume, including

process, and the interview process.

assessment in the hiring process is a sure-fire
way to improve quality of hire.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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3. Cost per hire

These costs can be lowered by optimizing

A lengthy time to hire contributes to the cost of

and professionalizing the recruitment process

an unfilled role to the business, which can range

and driving direct sourcing by the recruitment

from 16% of a salary for a low-paying role to 213%

team. Efficiencies can be found by streamlining

of an executive-level salary.

and automating the application process, the
screening process, and through smaller tweaks

This includes the associated costs of hiring a

such as automated interview scheduling and

new employee, such as advertising, interviewing,

virtual interviews. External costs such as job ad

screening and hiring. We must also consider the

placements and agency fees can be a powerful

cost of onboarding a new position, including

lever to reduce spend. Programmatic advertising

training and management time, lost productivity,

tools smartly manage media budget while direct

the time taken for the new employee to hit peak

sourcing that utilizes AI sourcing technology

productivity, impact on customer service, and

can drastically reduce costs.

the cultural impact on existing employees.

4. Hiring diversity

A logistics company reported
a 25% decrease in cost per hire
after introducing Korn Ferry’s
RPO solution.

If your team is lacking diversity, one of the reasons
behind this may be your recruitment processes.
Specific hiring technology can help improve diversity
by addressing diverse talent pools and levelling
the playing field by ignoring identifying data such
as gender, age, and ethnicity when screening
candidates. In combination with recruiter and hiring
manager training and other measures, technology
can play an important role in DE&I strategy.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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5. Candidate experience
As explored in the previous chapter, a poor candidate
experience can cause top performers to drop out
of your hiring funnel. Worse, frustrated candidates
may spread the word about a poor hiring process
online and discourage others from applying.
Recruitment technology can be leveraged to create

Recruitment technology
can be leveraged to
create a seamless candidate
experience that prioritizes
the user experience
at every touchpoint.

a seamless candidate experience that prioritizes the
user experience (UX) at every touchpoint, from the
application stage to skills assessment, candidate
communication and interviewing. Technology can
also be leveraged to provide 24/7 candidate support.
Other metrics to consider tracking include candidate
and hiring manager satisfaction, retention, limitation
of agency usage, and perception of employer brand.
Organizations should seek technology that offers
flexibility, scalability, innovation, access to talent,
robust systems and processes, recruiter brand
protection, and value-add.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing // KORN FERRY 2022
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Three technology benefits to look
for when partnering with a RPO provider

“There’s no longer any room for gut feel or guesswork

We asked David Ellis for his tips on assessing an

be based on actionable data.”

RPO provider’s recruitment technology stack to
help hiring organizations choose a solution that
improves hiring outcomes and slashes time-to-hire.
With several RPO providers on the market, Ellis
recommends that HR teams, talent acquisition
or procurement professionals seek out an RPO
technology offering with the following benefits.

in recruiting,” notes Ellis. “Hiring decisions need to

Korn Ferry’s RPO solution includes two key pieces of IP:
• Our Success Profiles are based on 50 years
of talent science and take the guesswork out
of knowing what good looks like when hiring.
Creating a common hiring framework and language
for requirements across the organization, they
enable hiring managers to pinpoint the skillsets
and mindsets they are looking for in employees.

1. Actionable data insights

People who are a close fit with our Success Profiles

There’s a popular television cliche in which the

are 13x more likely to be engaged on the job.

hero – whether it’s a maverick doctor or ace
detective – solves the case by relying on their

• Our AI-powered Intelligence Cloud pulls together

instinct or “gut feel”. While this is always fun

market intelligence and Korn Ferry-owned data

to watch, it’s also entirely unrealistic. Real

to provide actionable insights to support hiring

results are achieved by acquiring, interpreting,

decisions. It benchmarks your position against

and leveraging high-quality data.

industry norms, peers and best practice, providing
more context around talent assessment and your

What’s more, relying on instinct in recruitment

organization’s requirements. By transforming

leads decision-makers into the murky waters of

HR insight into action, the Intelligence Cloud

cognitive biases, including confirmation bias and

helps put the right people in the right roles,

likeability bias. That’s why a statement such as

close your potential gap, and speeds up

“I have a great feeling about candidate B” should

business transformation.

be a red flag in terms of hiring outcomes and DE&I.
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2. Extended talent pools

And it works. Ellis notes that shortlists in hard-to-

Attracting the right talent has long been the

fill countries are developed up to 30% faster with

number one challenge for hiring organizations,

Korn Ferry’s RPO technology than via traditional

with the problem exacerbated by global skill

methods. That’s why it’s crucial to choose a partner

shortages. Our own research revealed that

with both a global footprint and on-ground local

by 2030, there will be a global human talent

experience. Korn Ferry’s regional Industry Expertise

shortage of more than 85 million people,

and Advisory Consultants have deep local

leading to a potential $8.5 trillion in unrealized

knowledge and insights, while our Recruiters are

annual revenues.

in-country, on the ground, working side-by-side
with you. We understand the cultural nuances that

Talent pools limited to a company’s immediate

make a big difference in hiring the best talent,

network or geographical location will fail to

while possessing both the scale and knowledge

attract enough candidates to address skills gaps.

to deliver complex, global and agile RPOs.

By leveraging the multiplying effect of RPO
technology, hiring organizations gain access

Korn Ferry’s RPO technology also facilitates internal

to a much broader global market of active

mobility, which is a highly effective way to fill skills

and passive candidates.

gaps. “It’s quite likely that the right person to fill
a vacancy is already working at your organization,”
says Ellis.
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Korn Ferry has leveraged the flex
and scale capability of its RPO
to assist several clients facing
unforeseen headcount initiatives,
including a life sciences/chemical
client that altered its scope from
900 hires in Europe to 3,200 hires
across multiple geographies, and
a telecom giant in the U.S that
increased its team by 80% to
accomodate a scope increase
to over 10,000 hires.

3. Enhanced flexibility and scalability

“Speed is the key,” says Ellis. “The seamless flow

Many organizations discover too late that although

of data within Korn Ferry’s RPO technology enables

manual processes for sourcing talent, reviewing

faster hiring, from sourcing all the way through

applications and moving candidates through the

to assessment, onboarding and development.”

interview process worked well for low volume
hiring, they tend to fall apart when attempting
to scale up. “This is where the right technology
becomes essential,” says Ellis. “The scalability

The proof? Korn Ferry has leveraged our RPO
technology to reduce time-to-hire across our
global client base by an average of 35%.

and agility of RPO enables organizations to

By partnering with the right RPO provider,

scale up and down with ease.”

organizations of every size can narrow the

Flexible hiring will become even more important
with the rapid growth of the alternative workforce:
contractors, freelancers, temp and gig workers.
Hiring more workers for shorter periods creates
a challenge that soon overwhelms inefficient or
manual processes but can be a breeze with the

gap between technology haves and have-nots.
For a fraction of the cost of building an in-house
recruitment tech stack, hiring teams can gain access
to game-changing, AI-powered RPO technology
that will ultimately provide the trusted data needed
to drive better hiring decisions.

right RPO tech in place.
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RPO facts and figures:

RPOs provide access to
leading-edge recruitment tech

68% of recruiting professionals
say that the best way to improve
recruiting performance over the
next five years is by investing in
new recruiting technology. (G2)

People who are a close fit with
Korn Ferry’s Success Profiles are
13x more likely to be engaged on
the job. (Korn Ferry)

Shortlists in countries
where roles are hard to fill
are developed up to 30%
faster with Korn Ferry’s
RPO technology than
via traditional methods.
(Korn Ferry)
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Checklist
In a crowded market, how can you choose an RPO solution that will meet your needs? Begin by
asking RPO providers the following questions when assessing best-fit options for your organization.
How does the RPO solution…






Analyse our status quo and develop a clear plan to bring
our TA to the leading edge?
Build and run an international solution that is truly seamless
while taking local nuances into account?
Professionalize and improve every step of the hiring process?







Create strategic value? Does it leverage market insights,



constant innovation, client training, new technology,



structured continuous improvement, and expert advisory?

Support decision-making with trusted data insights
and transparency?

Enhance the candidate experience?

Adapt to different roles and candidates (or is it a one-sizefits-all solution)?
Balance scalable automation and technological efficiency
with the human touch?



Help us know what a good hire looks like?



Simplify the application process?



Provide access to niche talent?



Ensure frequent and high-quality candidate communication?



Boost flexibility and scalability?



Incorporate and demonstrate my organization’s values?



Level the candidate playing field to improve DE&I?



Reduce the risks involved in high-speed, high-volume
recruitment while ensuring quality of hire?



Align with my organization’s culture?





Ensure industry compliance and due diligence?
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Provide affordable access to an advanced recruitment
technology stack?
Assure we continuously improve and innovate
to get and stay leading edge?
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Speak to the RPO experts
If you need to improve your hiring outcomes,
prioritize the candidate experience, extend your
talent pool, and find a scalable solution that
will adapt to your changing needs, Korn Ferry
delivers. Learn more about Recruitment Process
Outsourcing here or get in touch to speak with
an expert today.
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About Korn Ferry RPO
We work with organizations around the world to
help them reach the next level of talent maturity. Our
scalable solutions are led by experts, built on science,
and powered by best-in-class technology, with an
emphasis on candidate experience at every step.
Contact us today to learn more about how we can
deliver the right talent acquisition solutions for your
business, with the optimum mix of people, processes
and technology.

www.kornferry.com/rpo

